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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper considers the establishment of a distance-insensitive uniform national telephone rate structure, referred to as the "postalization of telephone rates." Presently the telephone industry is regulated at the national and state or local levels and devising a uniform national rate structure implies centralizing regulation, presumably by the FCC. This transfer of authority raises a question of balance between national and state government. The concept of federalism, which embraces the importance of regional and local character and autonomy, will have a profound impact on any attempt to institute postalization of telephone rates.

Currently, jurisdictional separations procedures allocate costs and revenues, along with the corresponding regulatory authority, between intrastate and interstate services. Intercompany settlements procedures apportion revenues among companies cooperating to provide a single service. The present system of separations and settlements, involving a high degree of rate averaging, has lately come under attack, owing mainly to the increased competition allowed in the telephone industry. Under the system of postalization, however, it may be possible to price services to more nearly reflect their actual cost, while still allowing the cost averaging implicit in a uniform national distance-insensitive rate structure.

Several factors seem to encourage postalization of telephone rates. Economically, distance-insensitive pricing becomes desirable as the incremental increase in cost attributable to the increased distance of a call nears the incremental cost of providing facilities to record its distance and compute a distance-sensitive price.
Postalization also supports the traditional public policy goals of equal charges for equal service and universal service by utilizing cost averaging and internalizing some costs.

Decreasing long distance telephone rates reflect and encourage changing social perceptions. Consumers and businesses will in all probability be receptive to postalization because they seem to increasingly conceive of "local service" and "local markets" as beyond the limitations of the traditional local calling area.

Competition may also promote postalization by decreasing the contribution of toll services to local service costs and increasing rates for local services to correspond with lowered toll rates. However, the current regulatory commitment to competition cuts against postalization in many ways; it creates both economic and political complications.

Should Congress eventually be persuaded to enact legislation providing for the institution of postalization, it would require significant change in the regulatory structure of the industry. Both the clear wording of the Communications Act of 1934 and the long tradition of separations and settlements raise difficult barriers to postalization.

If, however, there is sufficient support in Congress, the constitutional principle of federalism constrains the potential avenues for new legislation to implement postalization. One approach could be establishment of a nationwide rate system with compulsory state enforcement of that system. Analysis of this approach, however, suggests that the courts would probably find such compulsory state enforcement of federal policy to be an unconstitutional intrusion upon state sovereignty.

Another mechanism could be the federal preemption of all telephone regulations, thus implying the elimination of state regulatory bodies. The reaction of the courts to such legislation is unclear, but the
political process itself is a powerful safeguard of the constitutional role of the states. An overview of the legislative history of the Communications Act of 1934 and of testimony on bills presently under consideration by Congress suggests that the state regulatory commissions will strenuously defend their roles.

Finally, a uniform rate system could be established through the use of a minimum or voluntary federal rate structure. The FCC or a federal-state joint board would establish a uniform national rate. This might represent a minimum rate for the states, leaving each state the option of setting higher rates. If pooling and division of revenues guaranteed a fair rate of return for each telephone company, political pressure might serve to ensure that the national minimum rate was in effect the national uniform rate. Alternatively, participation in the uniform rate structure could be optional with each state. Support from the division of the national revenue pool would then be contingent upon a state's participation in the program. These approaches attempt to keep new legislation within bounds which previous court decisions have proven safe.

The major attraction of postalization, drawing the country together as a national community, is thus an interesting counterpoint to the underlying concept of federalism, the importance of the local community. Still, the uninhibited transfer of information may be a goal intrinsically worth pursuing. Freedom of communication has traditionally been a revered goal of our democratic society. Postalization of telephone rates may prove to be a valuable asset in furthering those traditional values.
I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is about the establishment of a distance-insensitive uniform national telephone rate structure for both local and toll service. Throughout the paper, this is referred to as the "postalization of telephone rates." The phrase "postalization" is used because the Post Office, for reasons becoming more common to the telephone industry, prices several of its more familiar services in that way. For example, the price of a first class letter is the same regardless of whether it is mailed from one side of the street in Boston to the other side of the street in Boston, or from one side of the continent in Boston to the other side of the continent in Los Angeles.

The price of a first class letter varies by weight, a rough measure of the amount of information transmitted; the rate for a telephone call might vary by duration of call, also a rough measure of information transmitted. Pricing might also vary with time of day, type of service, etc. Postalization means only that the price will not vary with distance.

Postalization does not mean nationalization. A major assumption of this paper is that the private corporations presently involved in providing telephone services throughout the country will continue to be involved. This paper focuses primarily on the change in the regulatory structure needed to implement postalization.

The telecommunications industry is already a highly regulated industry. But much of that regulation occurs on a state or local level, just as it has since the birth of the industry. Postalization of telephone rates would require more central control of regulation. This implies a broader role for the Federal Communications Commission and a more narrow role for
the state regulatory agencies. This transfer of authority raises a question of balance between the national government and the state government, a question generally addressed under the heading of federalism. If the role of the states and their political subdivisions in our federal form of government does not include ensuring adequate provision of an essential service as traditionally and intimately local as telephone service, then what of substance is left of that role? Might not state or local regulation of power, other utilities, health, sanitation, and many other concerns also be usurped? The issue of how far the national government may go in regulating local affairs in the guise of regulating interstate commerce is a delicate one.

Postalization of telephone rates is in fundamental tension with basic notions of federalism. Federalism is based upon a conception of the importance of regional and local character and autonomy. Postalization is attractive because it tends to pull us together as a nationwide community.

This paper considers the impact of federalism upon any attempt to institute postalization of telephone rates. The paper begins by looking at this history of the telecommunications industry, and the industry as it is today. It then considers factors that may tend to influence a move toward postalization. This move toward postalization is merely hypothesized, and is not rigorously defended.

The paper then considers some potential approaches to postalization of telephone rates. The first approach considered is compelled state cooperation in implementing a uniform national rate structure. Next, federal preemption of all telephone regulation is discussed. Finally, a national uniform rate that is either a minimum rate for the states, or alternatively
an optional rate for the states is considered. Analysis of these approaches will develop the basic restraints of federalism on any new legislation implementing the postalization of telephone rates.

It is not the purpose of this paper to advocate postalization of telephone rates. It would be more accurate to say that the discussion assumes an impetus toward postalization, and discusses the restraints upon such a movement that concerns for federalism create. Admittedly, the paper does attempt to explain why such a hypothesized impetus is plausible, but that should not be confused with advocacy of the position. There are significant barriers to postalization of telephone rates in today's telecommunications market, with its increasing emphasis on competition. Indeed, concern with federalism also runs counter to the trend in current thinking about the regulation of telecommunications. Yet both the concept of postalization and that of federalism merit discussion, and they intersect in an interesting fashion. Thus this paper.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

The most visible corporation in the telecommunications industry is American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T). AT&T is a holding company for what is called the Bell System. The system includes twenty-three operating companies, such as New England Bell, Southwestern Bell, etc., that provide service directly to the customers. Some of the operating companies are wholly owned subsidiaries of AT&T; others are only partially owned by AT&T. The Bell System also encompasses AT&T Long Lines, which provides interstate long distance service, Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of the Bell System, and Bell Labs, the research group for the system. The revenues of the Bell System in 1976 were over 33 billion dollars.¹

In addition to the Bell System operating companies, there are approximately 1500 independently owned telephone companies. The majority of the larger Independents are represented by the United States Independent Telephone Association (USITA). Although the Independents serve a minority of the country's telephone customers (18% of the total telephones in the country), their service areas include the majority of the United States land area with telephone service (53% of total land area served). The revenues of Independent companies in 1976 were over 6 billion dollars.²

In recent years long distance service has begun to be provided by companies on a competitive basis with AT&T. These companies, such as Microwave Communications Incorporated and Southern Pacific Communications, will be referred to as Other Common Carriers (OCC's).
The Communications Act of 1934 mandates the regulation of all inter-state telecommunications by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). That act specifically reserves the regulation of intrastate telecommunications to the states. The state agencies are represented by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC).

A. Local and Toll Telephone Service

The telecommunications industry markets a plethora of services. Basic telephone service can be roughly divided into two parts, local and toll. The distinction between the two is somewhat circular. Local, or exchange, service is defined as service in an area "within which calls may be made without a toll charge," usually "consisting of a single city and environs." A toll call is, logically enough, any call "for a destination outside of the local service area of the calling station." The distinction between toll and local service used to be simple. Consider a small community served by a local exchange. All the telephones in the community are wired to one switching center where one phone is connected to another as desired. Originally an operator physically connected the wires from the phones at a switchboard; later the connection was made by an electro-mechanical switch. Technically this paradigm includes two basic elements: the subscriber loop that includes the instrument in the customer's home or business and the wires from that instrument to the central office, and the switching center in the central office that switches or connects one subscriber loop to another.
A toll or long distance call was simply a call from a subscriber in one community to a subscriber in another. Such a call introduces a third technical element: the transmission facility connecting the two local switching centers, called a toll trunk. The subscriber loop connecting the customer to the central office is dedicated to that customer (except with party lines) and is used only for that customer's calls. In contrast, the toll trunk is shared over time. When one call over the toll trunk is completed, the trunk is released and may be used for the next call between the two communities. A call from one community to another was called a long distance call, and a toll was charged for this service over and above the generally flat rate charged for providing local service.

This simple paradigm has been overcome by complexity. Almost every large urban area has more than one central office in its local calling area. Trunks connect the central offices, although no toll is charged for calling between them. Some local calling areas now far exceed traditional notions of community. That around Atlanta is larger than the states of Rhode Island and Delaware combined. Some local calling areas, such as that around Houston, involve more than one operating company. Thus the conceptual line between toll and local service has blurred.

Even in the simple paradigm one can anticipate problems. If the two communities are in different states, a call between them is interstate and regulated by the FCC. If they are within the same state a call between them is intrastate and regulated by the state utility commission or its equivalent. Each community may be served by a different telephone company; in that case the revenue from the toll call must be apportioned between the
participating companies. Local service may be provided by two different companies and the trunk service provided by a third, with the revenue then being split between all three companies.

This division of toll revenue, which may involve not only different companies but different regulatory agencies, is a complex problem. Regulators demand that a simple equation be maintained: total revenues must equal total costs. Costs in this equation include not only the expenses associated with the provision of a service, taxes that must be paid, and depreciation on equipment used to provide the service, but also a fair rate of return on the capital investment involved, roughly the undepreciated plant. Rates are set at a level adequate to generate sufficient total revenues to cover the costs of the regulated industry.

One might expect, therefore, that the costs of providing toll service would be allocated by the regulators among jurisdictions and by the companies involved among themselves, and the revenues from the service distributed accordingly. This allocation raises the question of how the service is to be defined. Railroads have traditionally done this on a route by route basis, dividing revenues accordingly.7 The telephone industry has traditionally defined service more broadly, and today averages the costs of all interstate toll routes in establishing the rates for interstate toll service, and subsequently divides the revenues between participating companies.8

In addition to the problems in defining service, in practice the allocation of some costs between toll and local service is essentially arbitrary. The costs of providing the toll trunk seem clearly associated with toll service. But some of the cost of providing the local service
is shared between toll and local service. Economists refer to such a situation as one of joint or common costs. The distinction between the two is not relevant here. Toll service could not be provided without the central office and subscriber loops provided by the local operating company. Accordingly, some of the costs associated with these facilities should be allocated to the toll service, and the rates for toll service should be sufficient to provide revenues to cover those costs. The proportion of local service costs to be allocated to toll is, from the standpoint of applied economics, essentially arbitrary. Appropriate allocation of costs thus becomes a political decision, albeit with significant economic consequences.

B. The Present Regulatory Structure and its Evolution

Jurisdictional separations procedures allocate costs and revenue requirements, and corresponding regulatory authority, between intrastate and interstate services. Intercompany settlements procedures apportion revenues between companies cooperating to provide a single service.

Prior to 1930, the joint cost ambiguity of local plant was ignored by most regulatory agencies. The predominant separations theory was referred to as "board-to-board." The central office switchboard in our
simple two-community paradigm was the point of demarcation between local and toll service. Local rates covered all local exchange costs, up to the point where the toll trunks plugged into the local switchboard. Long distance rates covered the costs of providing facilities between local exchanges.11

In 1930 in Smith v. Illinois Bell Tel. Co., a case which still has a profound effect upon the regulation of the telephone industry, the Supreme Court addressed the problem of the allocation of local exchange costs.12 The Court held:

The separation of the intrastate and interstate property, revenues and expenses of the Company is important not simply as a theoretical allocation to two branches of the business. It is essential to the appropriate recognition of the competent governmental authority in each field of regulation.13

Local exchange property had been attributed entirely to intrastate service. The court took notice of the fact that the local exchange, down to the individual subscriber's loop, was "used in connection with the long distance toll board [and] employed in the interstate transmission and reception of messages."14 The Court went on to say

While the difficulty in making an exact apportionment of the property is apparent, and extreme nicety is not required, only reasonable measures being essential, it is quite another matter to ignore altogether the actual uses to which the property is put. It is obvious that, unless an apportionment is made, the intrastate service to which the exchange property is allocated will bear an undue burden.15

This opinion set the stage for a new separations theory, called "station-to-station," that recognized toll rates should bear some portion of the costs of the entire system, from subscriber station to subscriber station, since all these facilities must be involved to provide toll service.
The Communications Act of 1934 emphasized the distinction between intrastate and interstate services, and the appropriate regulatory authority over each. This was an explicit recognition of the importance of jurisdictional separations.

Although the language of the Smith decision pushed regulators into relying upon a "use" theory to justify their allocation of costs between intrastate services and interstate toll services, the FCC did not immediately adopt a station-to-station approach. The state commissions could not implement such an approach without federal cooperation. There was much confusion following Smith and related decisions.16

To compound the confusion and discontent, AT&T Long Lines was making a substantial profit on its interstate toll service. The FCC, still adhering to a board-to-board theory, attempted to reduce Long Line's earnings by reducing interstate toll rates. This began to create an embarrassing disparity between interstate and intrastate toll rates: a call within the borders of the state might be much more expensive than a longer call across state lines.

In 1943, the station-to-station principle was finally implemented.17 It has since evolved through a succession of plans developed by the FCC and NARUC, as well as AT&T and USITA, into an integral part of the telephone industry.

In the late 1930's the FCC began articulating a principle of nationwide rate averaging in interstate toll ratemaking.18 This concept was based on the idea of equal charges for equal service. Thus the rates for a toll call of 500 miles should be the same, regardless of the actual costs.
of providing the service. This rate system is now in effect for interstate
toll calls within the continental United States.

The technological developments of this period played an essential
role in allowing the successful implementation of both the station-to-
station separations principle and the uniform national rate principle.
Technological innovation allowed the recognition of significant economies
of scale over the high density trunk routes. These economies of scale
were so impressive that not only could interstate rates continue to be
lowered, but the high density routes provided ample revenue to support the
additional costs of low density trunk routes and increasingly large
portions of local exchange costs.

Successive separation plans allocated an increasing portion of what
had previously been costs of local exchange service to interstate toll, as
Figure 1 reflects. For example, the 1947 plan allocated 6.9% of the invest-
ment in station equipment to interstate toll costs. This increased through a
succession of seven plans to an average allocation of 24% under the present
"Ozark" plan. This means that 24% of the cost of the telephone instrument
on an individual's desk is paid from the interstate toll revenue pool.
Other costs previously associated with local services have been shifted in
a similar fashion.

Jurisdictional separations currently follow the Ozark plan, adopted
in 1971. The Ozark plan is the result of the joint efforts of the FCC,
NARUC, AT&T, and USITA. The basic rules are delineated by the FCC, and
the details of implementation are developed and described by NARUC and
the FCC in the Separations Manual.
### Interstate Allocation

- **% of Total Investment in category as allocated to Interstate costs according to successive separations plans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Station Equipment</td>
<td>322.7</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>10.41</td>
<td>18.79</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>23.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Circuit Equip.</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>12.35</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>15.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toll Collecting Equip.</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>37.46</td>
<td>37.46</td>
<td>37.46</td>
<td>37.46</td>
<td>37.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Dial Switching Equip.</td>
<td>758.2</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>15.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Outside Plant</td>
<td>545.2</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>11.82</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>18.11</td>
<td>20.71</td>
<td>24.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interexchange Outside Plant</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>42.67</td>
<td>42.67</td>
<td>42.67</td>
<td>42.67</td>
<td>42.67</td>
<td>42.67</td>
<td>42.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interexchange Circuit Equip.</td>
<td>119.8</td>
<td>42.91</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,325.4</td>
<td>506.8</td>
<td>900.7</td>
<td>1,080.1</td>
<td>1,100.5</td>
<td>1,100.5</td>
<td>1,100.5</td>
<td>1,100.5</td>
<td>1,100.5</td>
<td>1,100.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1971 Interstate Plant Investment ($ Millions)</th>
<th>Annual Carrying Charge (Fraction of Investment)</th>
<th>1971 Interstate Revenue Requirements Associated with Plant ($ Millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Weighted Average

Source: Response of United System Service Inc. to FCC Docket No. 20003, April 1975, Exhibit 4

**Figure courtesy of Harvard Program on Information Resources Policy.**

---

**United Telecommunications -- Allocation of Local Facilities Costs to Interstate Revenue Requirements**

The percentage of local plant attributed to interstate operations hence interstate revenue requirements rose sharply over successive separations plans

The system as it has evolved utilizes nationwide rate averaging for interstate toll calls. Thus, the revenues from a low density route may cover only a portion of the costs actually associated with that route, and the revenues from a high density route may more than cover the costs actually associated with the provision of service along that route. This creates the necessity for the pooling and division of nationwide interstate toll revenues.

All revenues generated by interstate toll services are pooled and then redistributed to the participating companies on the basis of the revenue requirements associated with the portion of their investment allocated by the jurisdictional separations procedure to interstate toll service. The revenue pool first covers all out-of-pocket expenses associated with interstate service for all of the participating companies, and the remainder is then apportioned to the companies according to their investment. The revenue accorded to a company is thus not directly related to the revenue collected by that company or generated by the company.

The Ozark plan provides the rules that determine how much of a telephone company's intrastate investment and expenses will be allocated to the costs of providing interstate toll service and accordingly covered by the division of the interstate revenue pool. The formula by which this division is determined is a triumph (or cost, depending on one's perspective) of federalism. It reflects an impressive and complicated series of compromises and trade-offs among the federal regulators, the state regulators, and the regulated industry.

Consider, for example, how the Ozark Plan apportions the costs of traffic insensitive equipment. The joint cost ambiguity is particularly troublesome in attempts to allocate the cost of such equipment, because the
amount of investment in such equipment is fixed and does not vary with use. The subscriber loop is an example of this type of equipment. A significant amount of the total telephone investment is in non-traffic sensitive equipment.

Smith v. Illinois Bell demanded that "the actual uses to which the property is put" be considered in apportioning the cost associated with that property between jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{22} The Ozark plan incorporates this criterion. Cost allocation is determined in part by the ratio of minutes of use for interstate toll calls to the total number of minutes of use of the equipment.\textsuperscript{23} The use of this ratio has been tempered and refined.

From the first separations plan in 1947 until the Ozark plan in 1971 additional concerns have been reflected in the allocational calculations, moving more and more of the total investment in telephone equipment from intrastate to interstate toll service.\textsuperscript{24}

Local rates often are distance insensitive and duration insensitive.\textsuperscript{25} Long distance rates, however, are generally based on a charge per minute. Accordingly, the FCC argued that the allocational formula should be adjusted away from a pure usage basis to account for the "deterrent" to long distance usage which resulted from the price structure.\textsuperscript{26}

Long distance rates are sensitive not only to duration but also to distance. "[S]ubscribers in large population centers located close to each other, but separated by State boundaries, would tend to have a high[er] calling rate between them...than subscribers located in large population centers at greater interstate distances from other population centers."\textsuperscript{27} The FCC thus further tempered the allocation formula to account for the deterrent effect of distance upon interstate long distance.
From considerations such as these, highly dependent upon the traffic patterns and location of each state, evolved the Ozark plan for the allocation of costs to the interstate toll system, and corresponding allocation of revenues from the nationwide pool.

There is significant variation from state to state in the amount of costs allocated by the Ozark plan to interstate toll. Nevada has the high allocation of 62% of its costs to interstate service, Michigan the low at 18%. This percentage reflects the costs of equipment within a state that need not be recovered by the rates established for local and intrastate service.²⁸

The state regulators are not bound by Smith v. Illinois Bell and therefore need not allocate costs between intrastate toll and local service on the basis of use. Often rates reflect purely political or marketing judgments. The only basic restraint upon the state regulator is to allow rates sufficient to raise enough revenues to cover the costs of facilities within the state not allocated by the Ozark plan to interstate toll.

State toll settlements between the Bell System and the Independents generally follow, by agreement among the carriers, the basic mechanisms of the Ozark plan. The use ratios and the deterrence factors of the Ozark plan are adjusted for intrastate use on the basis of intrastate statistics, rather than national statistics. Revenue requirements of the Independent telephone companies that are not met either by their share of the interstate revenue pool or by their portion of the state toll revenue pool must be met by their local service tariffs. Division of revenues among the Bell System operating companies proceeds in a very similar fashion.²⁹
The present system of separations and settlements, involving a high degree of rate averaging, has come under increasing attack recently. In 1969 the FCC authorized competitive entry into the domestic private line field. Since then, the posture of the Commission has generally been to encourage competition. Competition challenges the present system of rate averaging. The economies of scale of high density trunk routes presently support not only low density routes, but also local services. If OCC's are allowed to sell long distance service over high density routes without analogous responsibilities to the nationwide rate pool, then it seems fair that the telephone industry should be allowed to compete by pricing at the actual cost for each route. There is considerable impetus in Congress to resolve the dilemma through legislation.

The momentum today seems toward introducing more competition into the telephone industry. This may imply a corresponding movement toward pricing services at their actual cost. However, the joint cost ambiguity of local plant continues to make ascertaining actual costs of long distance service difficult. Also, the industry tradition of supporting for policy reasons high cost services still has force. For example, there are pressures to include Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands in the interstate toll rate averaging scheme. The next section suggests that it may be possible to price services to more nearly reflect the actual cost of each service, and yet still allow the cost averaging implicit in a uniform national distance-insensitive telephone rate structure.
III. FACTORS TENDING TOWARD THE POSTALIZATION OF TELEPHONE RATES

A. Historical Analogy to Postal Rates

There are some interesting analogies between consideration of "postalization" of telephone rates today and the original "postalization" of post rates in Britain a century and a half ago. In 1836 Britain had a postal rate system that looked remarkably like our present telephone toll rate structure. The rate for carrying a letter increased dramatically with the distance it was carried. A reformer named Rowland Hill (later knighted for his efforts) took it upon himself to restructure the postal rate system.

Sir Rowland determined:

[F]irst, that the cost of conveying a letter between post town and post town was exceedingly small; second, that it had but little relation to distance; and thirdly, that it depended much upon the number of letters conveyed by the particular mail; and as the cost per letter would diminish with every increase in such number, and as such increase would certainly follow reduction of postage, it followed that, if a great reduction could be effected, the cost of conveyance, per letter, already so small, might be deemed absolutely insignificant.33

Sir Rowland published his assertions in a pamphlet, and despite resistance from the Post Office within two and a half years the change was underway. There was great public support for the idea; Sir Rowland reports that in 1839 there were some 2000 petitions to Parliament in favor of the reform.34 In addition to Sir Rowland's economic arguments some contemporary supporters made moral arguments in favor of the reform: the morals of the entire country would be improved by increased correspondence between parents and children, friends across the country, and the like.
Today the postal rate structure is itself increasingly under attack.\textsuperscript{35} The distance-insensitive nature of the first class rate structure seems relatively uncontroversial, however.

Much of Sir Rowland's argument seems persuasive today if applied to the telephone industry. The following discussion explores these analogies, as well as factors peculiar to the telephone industry, and their influence on a move toward a uniform national distance-insensitive telephone rate structure.

\subsection*{B. Factors Within the Telephone Industry}

The purpose of this section is to make the postalization of telephone rates seem plausible. It is not intended to be a rigorous proof that postalization is inevitable, or even that it is probable. It will be sufficient to show that postalization is merely a possible future.

1. Economic Considerations

Sir Rowland's first assumption was that "the cost of conveying a letter from post town to post town was exceedingly small." The average cost of transmission of a telephone call as a portion of the total cost of the call can be estimated by comparing the investment in transmission facilities to the total investment in all telephone plant. In 1976 investment in transmission facilities accounted for only 28.8 percent of the total telephone plant. Perhaps more significant is the historical trend toward decreasing transmission investment as a proportion of total investment. Transmission facilities from 1943 to 1976 have decreased from about 45 percent of total investment to about 30 percent.\textsuperscript{36}
Sir Rowland's second assumption was that transmission costs "had but little relation to distance." Telephone transmission technology may increasingly reflect this characteristic. The cost of long distance trunks provided by satellite, for example, is completely independent of distance.\(^{37}\) The economies of scale enjoyed by high density transmission facilities have a greater impact on the average call. With present technology as the number of circuits on a transmission facility increases from roughly one to 200,000 the relative cost per circuit mile drops by a factor of approximately 200 to one.\(^{38}\) Evolving technologies, such as fiber optics, seem to promise continuing cost reductions for high density routes.\(^{39}\) While this does not translate directly into Sir Rowland's assumption that transmission costs bear little relation to distance, the hierarchy of long distance network routing implies it. The longer a toll call must travel, the more likely it is to be switched by the network through a high density route.\(^{40}\) Thus increased distance may not imply significantly increased transmission costs, since there may be correspondingly increased access to economies of scale.

Sir Rowland's final assumption was that decreased prices of postal service would bring about increased demand that in turn would allow realization of economies of scale. The economies of scale of telephone transmission facilities have just been discussed. Estimates of price elasticity in the telephone industry vary significantly.\(^{41}\)

A comprehensive analysis of the interaction of new technologies, potential economies of scale, and price elasticity of telephone service is far beyond the scope of this paper. However, at least one recent study has concluded that "a simple nationwide pricing scheme which incorporates peak load and usage-sensitive pricing and toll rates which are lower than present levels and distance-insensitive" might be advantageous.\(^{42}\)
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**Telephone Cost and Price Trends**

Cost trends for short- and long-haul transmission are down while carrying capacity is up, both by several orders of magnitude. Each of the vehicles illustrated here is capable of carrying simultaneously many conversations or other types of information. This includes the "D" system that improves on the classical open wires. The increase in the handling capacity of the several vehicles represent developments over time as well as technical improvements. Line termination, switching and personnel costs are among the additional elements that enter into the cost of complete telecommunication systems. Present cost proportions and price patterns are such that a pair of wires carrying but one conversation is still generally the vehicle for local conveyance from an individual telephone toward the nearest exchange, where many conversations heading the same way are bundled for further short or long haul.

Postalization of telephone rates could incorporate both peak load pricing and usage-sensitive pricing. An assumption behind these pricing techniques is that the marginal cost of a telephone call is dependent upon the time of day and the duration of the call, perhaps more than upon the distance of the call.43 If so, postalization could employ both the concept of marginal cost pricing and cost averaging.

Distance-insensitive pricing becomes more economically desirable as the incremental increase in cost attributable to the increased distance of a call nears the incremental cost of providing facilities to record the destination of a call and compute a distance-sensitive price. When the administrative cost of billing exceeds the marginal cost associated with the distance of call, it becomes economically unreasonable not to move to distance-insensitive pricing.

2. Traditional Public Policy Goals

Traditionally, the telephone rate structure has sought to support services for policy reasons that by economic standards should not be supported, while internalizing to within the industry the cost of such support.

Since the late 1930's the FCC has pursued a policy of "equal charges for equal service" in interstate toll rate making. The FCC determined that calls of equal distance reflected equal service, regardless of the costs associated with the provision of that service. This policy led to the principle of nationwide rate averaging in interstate toll rate making.44

Universal service has been another primary policy goal of the telephone industry and its regulators. Provision of basic telephone service in certain instances, such as remote rural areas, may be very expensive. Universal service implies financial accessibility to telephone service for all consumers. There are a number of ways financial accessibility can be ensured.
including direct subsidy from the general tax revenues. However, if some substantial portion of the cost of such policy goals is to be internalized to within the telephone industry, then this implies some degree of cost averaging.

Thus policy goals promote significant cost averaging in the telephone rate structure today. High density trunk routes support low density routes through nationwide interstate toll rate averaging. The interstate toll system supports local and intrastate toll service through the jurisdictional separations procedure.

There may also be public policy reasons for extending this tradition of rate and cost averaging to the postalization of telephone rates. It might encourage and facilitate interstate commerce. Postalization might allow more industry to locate in rural areas by decreasing the telephonic distance from the rural locations to urban centers. Perhaps, as when Sir Rowland introduced the idea in England, people will just decide that they like the idea.

3. Shifting Social Perceptions

Decreasing long distance rates may reflect and encourage changing social perceptions. Reduced communications costs have brought the country closer together. Figure 3 demonstrates the impact of changing toll rates on the telephonic distance from Jefferson City, Missouri to outlying points in the United States. California and New York are almost as close, in term of communication costs, as points within the state.

The momentum toward compressing telephonic distance may also been seen in the growth of Wide Area Telecommunications Service, WATS. WATS service is distance insensitive within service bands provided for a flat rate. WATS revenues as a percentage of total toll revenues have gone
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from 1.8% in 1965 to 3.8% in 1973 to 6.25% in 1976.46 This reflects a growth of approximately 350% in 11 years.

As telephonic distance shrinks, the concept of local service grows.47 Local calling areas have become increasingly complex, may involve more than one operating company, and may even serve areas in more than one state.48

The growing WATS market reflects at the national level the tendency toward cost averaging and uniform rates for long distance service desired by a growing number of telephone customers. Expanding local area service reflects an increasing number of telephones accessible to some telephone customers for a uniform, flat rate. Indeed, the growing local calling areas are increasingly causing toll/local rate disparities reminiscent of the intra/interstate toll disparity of years gone by.49

If one lives at the edge of a local calling area, it may be cheaper to call 25 miles across town than 2 miles out of town. As once before, this may create political pressure for a restructuring of rates.

The Bell System seems to have recognized some benefit in rate uniformity per se. With the recent introduction of a new data service Bell has applied for the same tariffs for all its operating companies nationwide, in every state jurisdiction. This is a first for the Bell System.50 The motivation for this push toward uniformity may be a perception that the business community will find it attractive.

At least some Bell operating companies have determined from market surveys that the business community that they serve is expanding its sense of "local markets" beyond the limitations of the local calling area. New England Telephone Co., for example, is now introducing a new Regional Business-to-Business Yellow Pages covering twenty-three local exchange areas.51
It therefore seems that some consumers and many businesses may already be receptive to the idea of postalization. The growing local service areas suggest that consumers enjoy uninhibited access to large calling areas. The growth in WATS service and regional yellow pages suggests businesses would appreciate the marketing potential postalization would offer.

4. The Impact of Competition

Thus the economics, tradition, and social impact of the telephone industry suggest that the future postalization of telephone rates is plausible. However, Sir Roland was dealing with a simple market structure dominated entirely by a government monopoly when he proposed uniform distance insensitive postal rates in Britain. The telecommunications market in the United States is today much more complex than that. The FCC has made a positive commitment to competition wherever possible. The presence of competition makes postalization seem unlikely, at least at first glance.

Competition within the industry has both economic and political ramifications on postalization. The economic impact of Other Common Carriers (OCCs) would seem to be a pressure to deaverage telephone rates. OCCs compete with the Bell System in providing long distance service, generally over high density routes. Fairness may demand that traditional suppliers be allowed to compete by pricing at their actual cost. Thus one might expect lower priced service for high density routes, and higher rates for low density routes.
However, the introduction of competition into the telephone market and the potential deaveraging of some aspects of telephone rates may even contribute to the momentum toward postalization. If the contribution of toll services to local services is decreased, as many now advocate, one would anticipate an increase in the rates for local services and a corresponding decrease in toll rates. This would reduce the present rate disparity between toll and local calls, and would make the elimination of this increasingly artificial distinction less dramatic.\(^{52}\)

The political impact of competition seems equally mixed. Consider what mandatory postalization, applicable to all carriers, including the OCCs, would imply. All OCCs would be required to conform to the uniform postalized rate. This would invite classic cream skimming: the OCCs would carry traffic over high density routes for the uniform rate, which of necessity would more than adequately compensate them for their efforts, given the averaging between high and low density routes implicit in postalization. This overcompensation can be corrected by imposing a strict regime of regulation on all common carriers, and requiring that all contribute to national rate averaging through some device for capturing excess profits.

But this runs contrary to two strong political trends in the industry. First, there is obviously a current perception that price competition is a good thing.\(^{53}\) Postalization cuts directly against that ideal; postalization requires rate averaging between high and low density routes, and a uniform national rate that is the opposite of price competition.

More significant, however, may be the strong movement toward deregulation of non-dominant carriers, now most apparent in the Competitive Common Carrier proceeding.\(^{54}\) More and more companies have been lured into the
telecommunications industry by the vision of decreasing governmental regulation, not just in terms of deregulated rates, but also in terms of a decreased regulatory burden on doing business. In part this movement toward deregulation of non-dominant carriers may be due to an increasing recognition that the FCC cannot effectively regulate the Bell System, much less all the OCCs in a burgeoning industry. Postalization will not happen overnight. It is inevitable that significant political momentum will be established in the direction of deregulation of OCCs prior to any efforts toward postalization. Precedent has force. Thus a mandatory postalization scheme that incorporates the OCCs may well be implausible since it would require a significant increase in the regulation of non-dominant carriers.

Suppose then that one deals with this problem by postulating mandatory postalization of only the basic telecommunications network. Both the Competitive Common Carrier proceeding and Computer Inquiry II distinguish between dominant and non-dominant carriers in the type of regulation they impose; postalization might do the same. As it turns out, the basic service providers, like AT&T and the independent telephone companies, might like the idea of postalization and lobby for it. Thus the basic network could be subject to mandatory postalization, while the OCCs could remain essentially deregulated.

Suppose a uniform distance insensitive rate of 10 cents a minute. Who would pay 10 cents a minute to access an OCC system that offers "long distance" equivalent service, when the call to one's ultimate destination is also only 10 cents? That is why the dominant carriers, like AT&T, might lobby to have such a system implemented through legislation or
agency action. Postalization could thus injure a significant market for
the OCCs, and without the imprimatur of legislative or regulatory
approval, would raise antitrust problems.

Perhaps the OCCs could provide "toll free" access to customers;
basic service providers might be required to offer such services to the
OCCs. Of course, to be competitive, they would have to charge less than
the uniform rate of 10 cents a minute for their services. That seems
odd: a "long distance" call over the OCC network would thus be less
expensive than a "local" call over the basic network.

If competition in local terminations develops, that too would alter
the picture. OCCs may then lead the way in offering postalized rates, if
the economic and social pressures discussed earlier indicate a genuine
consumer interest in postalization. Some network service providers
(Graphnet, for example) already have postalized rate structures in effect.

Lest this discussion seem far-fetched, Western Union has already
implemented a postalized rate structure for its TWX and telex service.\footnote{55}
The basic Telex and TWX offerings provide for the transmission of type-
written and data communications between the stations of subscribers to
these services. There are approximately 130,000 subscribers to the
combined services.\footnote{56} Western Union argued that since distance is no longer
a significant cost-causative factor, distance sensitive rate structures
are not warranted. OCCs in competition with Western Union opposed the
postalization of TWX and telex rates. They argued that there was indeed
a distance sensitive element of the service. They also argued that
postalization was anticompetitive, for the same reasons outlined in the
discussion above. As of this time, the Commission has not been receptive
to the OCCs' arguments.\footnote{57}
Thus both the economic and the political impact of competition upon any movement toward postalization is complex. Should Congress eventually be persuaded to enact legislation providing for the postalization of telephone rates, it would represent a significant change in the structure of the regulation of the industry. The remainder of the paper will assume a commitment to postalization, and will assume the postalization of "basic" telephone services, with network accommodation for competition to be provided through either a network access fee or some similar arrangements.

Given this assumption, whose plausibility but not likelihood is outlined in the preceding discussion, the following analysis considers the limits the constitutional principle of federalism places upon the methods available to pursue such a goal. Postalization would seem to imply nationwide pooling and averaging of all revenue. Nationwide rate setting would significantly deemphasize the role of the state regulator. Depending upon the extent of federal regulation required to make such a system work, it might mean the virtual preemption of all state regulation. This raises not only formidable political questions, but also questions of federalism and the role of the states in our constitutional form of government.
IV. APPROACHES TO POSTALIZATION OF TELEPHONE RATES

A. Under the Communications Act of 1934

A uniform national telephone rate structure could not be implemented by the Federal Communications Commission under the present language of the Communications Act. The control of intrastate rate setting is reserved to the states. A uniform national rate structure would therefore depend upon the cooperation of all the states, and that cooperation could not be ensured.

The language of the Communications Act of 1934 is a testimony to Congressional sensitivity to state sovereignty. Section 2(b) of the Act reads in part:

[N]othing in this chapter shall be construed to apply or to give the Commission jurisdiction with respect to (1) charges, classifications, practices, services, facilities, or regulations for or in connection with intrastate communication service by wire or radio of any carrier... 58

Another portion of the Act similarly restricts the Commission from jurisdiction over "wire, mobile, or point-to-point radio telephone exchange service, or any combination thereof, even though a portion of such exchange service constitutes interstate or foreign communication, in any case where such matters are subject to regulation by a State commission or by local governmental authority." 59

North Carolina Utilities Commission v. FCC I and II 60 directly interpret these provisions reserving intrastate regulation to the states. These cases considered an FCC ruling that state regulatory commissions cannot restrict or regulate interconnection of customer equipment to the customer's individual station and line in any way
that conflicts with the Commission's regulation of the same subject matter. This in essence extended FCC jurisdiction to include the seemingly local concern of regulating the termination of a subscriber loop. The court said that it had "no doubt that the provisions of [the Communications Act] deprive the Commission of regulatory power over local services, facilities and disputes that in their nature and effect are separable from and do not substantially affect the conduct or development of interstate communications." The court ruled, however, that "the Commission's declaratory statement of its primary authority over the interconnection of terminal equipment with the national telephone network is a proper and reasonable assertion of jurisdiction conferred by the Act." Most local plant facilities are used jointly in the provision of both local and interstate toll service. Restriction of state regulatory authority to only those matters "in their nature and effect...separable from...interstate communications" would severely limit the scope of state regulation protected by the Act.

The foundations of the court's argument would not allow its extension to federal establishment of a uniform rate structure under the Act, however. First, the court argues that the restrictive provisions of the Act were primarily intended merely to reserve to the states authority to regulate local telephone rates and charges. Second, the court asserts that the FCC has interpreted the Act for 30 years to allow federal control over terminal equipment; Congress must have been aware of this and would have taken action to prevent it if appropriate. These arguments would cut against any federal attempt to establish a uniform rate structure. Such an attempt would run afoul of what the court found to be the primary
intent of the restrictive provision of the Act, the reservation to the states of authority over local telephone rates. It would also be contrary to over 30 years of consistent regulatory practice under the Act.

The courts may be quite liberal in construing the Act to allow broad powers to the FCC over new and evolving areas of regulation. The long tradition of separations and settlements as well as the clear language of the Act and its legislative history would seem to foreclose any FCC attempt to pursue postalization, however.56

Thus, should there be substantial support in Congress for the concept of a uniform national distance-independent telephone rate structure that would involve the entire national system, including local rates, new legislation would be required. The states have traditionally had wide discretion in regulating their local telephone service. Postalization of all telephone rates, including local rates, implies a substantial readjustment of the traditional allocation of regulatory responsibility. This reform would therefore raise substantial questions of the appropriate roles of the state and federal governments within our constitutional system.

The following pages discuss several potential avenues for new legislation to implement postalization. The first approach considered is federal establishment of a nationwide rate system with compulsory state enforcement of that system. Analysis of this approach suggests that the courts would probably find such compulsory state enforcement of federal policy to be an unconstitutional intrusion upon state sovereignty.

Federal preemption of all telephone regulation is discussed next. This implies the elimination of the state regulatory bodies. The reaction of the courts to such legislation is unclear. However, another powerful
safeguard of the constitutional role of the states is the political process itself. An overview of the legislative history of the Communications Act of 1934 and of testimony on bills presently under consideration by Congress suggests that the state regulatory commissions will strenuously defend their roles. Thus the role of the states may here be protected from federal preemption through the political process itself.

Finally, the establishment of a uniform rate system through the use of a minimum or voluntary federal rate structure is considered. The FCC or a federal-state joint board would establish a uniform national rate. This might represent a minimum rate for the states, leaving each state the option of setting higher rates. If pooling and division of revenues guaranteed a fair rate of return for each telephone company, political pressure might serve to ensure that the national minimum rate was in effect the national uniform rate. Alternatively, participation in the uniform rate structure could be optional with each state. Support from the division of the national revenue pool would then be contingent upon a state's participation in the program.

B. Compelled State Cooperation

Congress could seek to institute the postalization of telephone rates through legislation that would compel state enforcement of federal policy. For the moment, assume that such new legislation would be an exercise of Congressional power under the Commerce Clause. This assumption will be explored subsequently in the discussion of federal preemption of telephone regulation.
Congress might direct the FCC to establish a uniform national distance-independent rate structure. Congress would then require that the states establish regulatory bodies (or use those already in existence) to enforce the local element of the nationally established rate. All national revenues could be pooled and distributed according to costs in a rough extension of the way separations and settlements work today. The following analysis will focus not on the details of how such legislation might be implemented, but rather on the narrow issue of coercing state enforcement of federally established policies and regulations.

Compelling state enforcement of federal regulations seems to infringe upon state autonomy by depriving the state of its sovereign power to determine what services it will offer its citizens and the manner in which those services will be delivered. The following discussion will provide a brief historical overview of the development of Commerce Clause doctrine. It will then focus on a recent case that suggests the Supreme Court might find legislation requiring state enforcement of a federally established uniform rate structure to intrude unconstitutionally upon the sovereignty of the states.

1. Congressional Action Must be Affirmatively Authorized by the Constitution

Congress cannot establish a uniform telephone rate structure unless to do so is within its powers affirmatively authorized by the Constitution. Congressional authority must either be grounded in a specifically enumerated power in the Constitution or implied in Congress' authority to "make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution" an enumerated power.
In 1819 The Supreme Court stated:

This government is acknowledged by all to be one of enumerated powers. The principle, that it can exercise only the powers granted to it, [is] now universally admitted. But the question respecting the extent of the powers actually granted, is perpetually arising, and will probably continue to arise, as long as our system shall exist... §9

Regulation of the telephone industry has traditionally been enacted under the Commerce Clause. Congressional authority under the Commerce Clause has historically been very broad. In 1976, however, the Supreme Court in National League of Cities v. Usery expressed a new willingness to protect essential attributes of state sovereignty from federal intrusion under the Commerce Clause. This may affect attempts to legislate postalization of telephone rates. The difficulties in interpreting National League of Cities can be appreciated only when it is seen in context with the development of other Commerce Clause cases.

2. A Brief Historical Overview of the Development of Commerce Power Doctrine

In 1824 Chief Justice Marshall in Gibbons v. Ogden sketched an expansive view of Congressional power under the Commerce Clause:

The subject to which the power is next applied, is to commerce "among the several States." The word "among" means intermingled with. A thing which is among others is intermingled with them. Commerce among the States, cannot stop at the external boundary line of each State, but may be introduced into the interior. §1

The court cautioned, however, that the "completely internal commerce of a state, then, may be considered as reserved for the State itself." §2

Congress did not begin attempting significant nationwide regulatory activity until the late nineteenth century. §3 Despite the Marshall Court's liberal interpretation of the extent of Congressional power under the
Commerce Clause, the Supreme Court from the turn of the century until the late 1930's adopted a much more restrictive view of the authority of Congress under the Commerce Power.\textsuperscript{74}

Even in the midst of this most restrictive period in the Court's interpretation of the Commerce Power, however, the Court approved significant control over local railroad rates by the Interstate Commerce Commission. In 1914 in the Shreveport Rate Case the Court approved ICC regulation of purely intrastate rates where it was necessary to prevent discrimination against interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{75}

In the late 1930's the Court returned to the expansive view of Congressional Commerce Clause powers heralded by Chief Justice Marshall's early decisions. Indeed, from 1936 until National League of Cities in 1976 the Supreme Court did not rule any Congressional regulatory activity unconstitutional due to its impact on state or local governmental autonomy.\textsuperscript{76} The following sampling of cases suggests the willingness of the Court to allow Congress to regulate essentially local affairs under the guise of interstate commerce.

In 1937 the Court affirmed the validity of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, which had broad economic impact. The Court stated:

\begin{quote}
Although activities may be intrastate in character when separately considered, if they have such a close and substantial relation to interstate commerce that their control is essential or appropriate to protect that commerce from burdens and obstructions, Congress cannot be denied the power to exercise that control.\textsuperscript{77}
\end{quote}

The Court cautioned, however, that "[u]ndoubtedly the scope of the power must be considered in the light of our dual system of government and may not...effectually obliterate the distinction between what is national and what is local."\textsuperscript{78}
A few years later, the Court upheld restrictions upon an Ohio farmer's practice of growing a small acreage of winter wheat, a seemingly very local concern. The Court held that "even if the appellee's activity be local and though it may not be regarded as commerce, it may still, whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it exerts a substantial economic effect on interstate commerce." 79

In 1964 in upholding Title II of the Civil Rights Act the Court approved a Congressionally mandated prohibition of racial discrimination by local hotels and small restaurants. 80 Congress based its extension of power to such a local level on a legislative finding of the interstate impact of racial discrimination. The Court accepted this. The Court stated that "the power of Congress to promote interstate commerce also includes the power to regulate the local incidents thereof, including local activities in both the States of origin and destination, which might have a substantial and harmful effect upon that commerce." 81

The apparent willingness of the Court to defer to Congressional judgment in determining the appropriate exercise of the Commerce Clause power would seem to indicate that a federal program implementing a uniform national telephone rate structure would be well within accepted bounds. The integrated nature of the national telephone network makes it inevitable that local telephone regulation has a significant impact on the interstate aspects of the network. However, a strong counterpoint to the harmony of these earlier cases has been set by National League of Cities v. Usery. 82 It suggests that attempts to legislate a national uniform telephone rate structure by compelling state enforcement of federally established policy may impermissibly violate the sovereignty of the states.
3. National League of Cities v. Usery

In 1976 the Supreme Court in National League of Cities v. Usery (hereinafter "MLC") considered a Congressional extension of the minimum wage and maximum hour requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act to state employees. The Court asserted that it "has never doubted that there are limits upon the power of Congress to override state sovereignty, even when exercising its otherwise plenary powers to tax or to regulate commerce." The Court determined that the State's power to decide the wages to be paid to those whom it hires to perform governmental functions, as well as the hours to be worked, overtime considerations, etc., is a function essential to the separate and independent existence of the State. The Court found that the Act imposed substantial costs upon the states, and displaced "state policies regarding the manner in which they will structure delivery of those governmental services which their citizens require." Accordingly, for the first time in forty years the Court gave effect to its concern for federalism by holding a Congressional enactment under the Commerce Power to unconstitutionally "displace the States' freedom to structure integral operations in areas of traditional governmental functions" and therefore not to be "within the authority granted Congress by [the Commerce Clause]."

The Court distinguished the unconstitutional extension of power as an "exercise of congressional authority directed not to private citizens, but to the States as States," from "the authority of Congress to enact laws regulating individual businesses necessarily subject to the dual sovereignty of the government of the Nation and of the State in which they reside." The Court also limited the State's protection to areas "that the States have regarded as integral parts of their governmental
activities," excluding such proprietary acts as running a railroad engaged in common carriage in interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{88}

It is difficult to ascertain the scope of the Court's decision. The challenged enactment did not seem to seriously threaten the existence of the states as states. This implies that certain state functions are constitutionally protected, but it is hard to predict what "traditional governmental functions" are constitutionally reserved to the states in light of the previous forty years of decisions. Professors Michelman and Tribe have suggested that the line to be drawn must be based on the rights of individuals to basic government services provided by the states.\textsuperscript{85} Thus the state's protected "sovereignty" stands for "nothing more nor less than the state's role of providing for the interests of its citizens in receiving important social services."\textsuperscript{90} Other commentators have found the key to the Court's decision to lie in its respect for the state's right to control expenditures from its treasury, at least when those expenditures are for public services or activities which involve traditional or integral governmental functions.\textsuperscript{91}

4. The Impact of \textit{National League of Cities} on Compelled State Cooperation

There is no close precedent supporting an attempt by Congress to mandate state enforcement of a federally established national telephone rate structure.\textsuperscript{92} Does \textit{National League of Cities} forbid it? Apparently the regulation of local telephone rates must be a traditional and integral function of state government for the strictures of \textit{National League of Cities} to apply.
The important traditional services identified by the Court as protected in *National League of Cities* all portray the state in its role as a direct provider of services. The Court includes fire prevention, police protection, sanitation, public health, and parks and recreation. The Court also implicitly includes the operation of public schools, hospitals and similar public health care institutions within the category of integral governmental functions. The only state activities clearly not protected are those considered business enterprises. These include running a railroad engaged in interstate commerce, engaging in the production of oil and gas, and operating a municipal power company.

As Prof. Stewart points out, "The justifications suggested by NLC and Professors Michelman and Tribe for recognizing a special constitutional place for traditional state and local government services extends [sic] as well to at least some of the regulatory activities of the administrative state." The regulatory activities of the state can be some of the most important services it provides its citizens. Even the roles specifically identified by the Court as protected may include an element of regulation. Fire prevention must include enforcement of fire code regulations. Police protection is itself merely a structure for regulating private conduct. Sanitation and public health services may include not only waste disposal but also health inspection of public restaurants.

At least one Court of Appeals seems willing to accept some regulatory activities of the state as traditional or integral governmental functions. The Ninth Circuit, while conceding that the regulation of traffic may sometimes involve federal interests, has held that "there is little question that the licensing of drivers constitutes 'an integral portion of those governmental services which the states and their political subdivisions
have traditionally afforded their citizens.\textsuperscript{38} The regulation and provision of local telephone service are important social functions, seen as early as 1931 to be "in point of law and fact and tradition essentially local problems."\textsuperscript{39} Indeed, the tradition of local or state regulation of local telephone service goes back to the birth of the industry.

The telephone system intimately affects the daily lives of citizens. It is an important part of the people's everyday routine, just as are the parks, public schools, and sanitation services provided by the local governments. In an emergency, the phone system can be an indispensable link between people in trouble and the police, fire department, or hospitals. For the elderly or invalids in the community telephone service may be their only contact with the outside world. Thus the regulation of local telephone rates is arguably an essential governmental function traditionally provided by the states.

Congressional legislation requiring state enforcement of federally established telephone rates seems a regulation not merely of the industry, but also of the state public utility commissions and the ways in which they function. Requiring state funds to be expended to further federally dictated policy goals may intrude upon a state's control of its treasury at least as much as minimum wage and maximum hour provisions applied to state employees.\textsuperscript{100} If the regulation of local telephone service is an integral and traditional function of local and state government, Congressionally mandated state cooperation in implementing postalization of telephone rates seems in danger of being invalidated by the courts.
C. **Federal Preemption of All Telephone Rate Regulation**

Congress could attempt to institute the postalization of telephone rates by extending the mandate of the Federal Communications Commission to include authority over local telephone regulation. This would in effect eliminate the role of the state regulatory agencies. Federal preemption of all industry regulation would be a radical change from the present regulatory structure. There may be a variety of less extreme options available to Congress. Note, however, that even limiting federal preemption of state authority to only that necessary to accomplish postalization, state regulatory authority will be eviscerated. There is really no authority that can be retained by the states in the nature of consumer protection, billing procedures, disclosure regulation, and the like that will not have an impact on the operation costs of the company. The federal authority must therefore be involved, since the nationwide system will help bear those added costs through the cost and rate averaging characteristics of the postalized rate structure. Limiting federal preemption to the regulation of rates and compelling the remaining state regulatory functions to conform to the necessary federal guidelines begins to resemble coerced state enforcement of federal policies.

The following discussion will focus on a complete federal preemption of local telephone regulation. Analysis of this extreme position will illuminate the constraints that must guide the selection of a more moderate approach.

Like compelled state cooperation, federal preemption of telephone regulation challenges a traditional role of the states. Under the mainstream of Commerce Clause decisions prior to National League of Cities, the impact of local telephone rates on the national system would justify exertion of federal authority. National League of Cities may make this less clear. If authority for Congressional action could be found in
constitutional powers other than the Commerce Clause, any potential problems raised by National League of Cities could perhaps be avoided.

The courts are not the only constitutional protectors of states' rights, however. The political system itself is a powerful safeguard against intrusions upon state sovereignty. It was this mechanism which shaped the Communications Act of 1934, and it remains influential today.

1. The Impact of National League of Cities on Federal Preemption of Telephone Regulation

The imposition of a national uniform telephone rate structure would involve Congress in the regulation of what has traditionally been viewed as a local concern. This raises the central question of Commerce Clause doctrine: How far may Congress go in regulating intrastate affairs to effectuate national policy? In this case, would federal preemption of all telecommunications regulation exceed the limits which NLC indicates the Court is willing to enforce?

Prior to National League of Cities the Court was generous in approving Congressional findings of the impact on interstate commerce of local activity. The impact of local rates upon the interstate telephone system is unquestionable. Every interstate call involves the local exchange facilities in the originating and terminating states. The present intercompany settlement and jurisdictional separations procedures emphasize the financial interdependence of the system. There seems little question that under the thrust of cases prior to NLC, federal preemption of local telephone regulation would be beyond judicial reproach. After NLC, a scholar could still assert: "A wealth of precedent attests to the authority
of the federal courts and Congress to invalidate or preempt state regulation and taxation of private activity that affects interstate commerce. Yet NLC may suggest some judicially enforceable limitations on this authority.

The Court in National League of Cities distinguished those cases in which it had "upheld sweeping exercises of authority by Congress, even though those exercises preempted state regulation of the private sector," from the limitations it sought to impose upon "a similar exercise of congressional authority directed not to private citizens, but to States as States." Federal preemption of state regulatory authority over local telephone rates appears within the bounds of prior cases. Thus the NLC Court would seemingly find no fault with it.

Yet the logic of NLC defies such facile dismissal. It is difficult to determine what essential attributes of the State the Court is protecting in National League of Cities. It is not merely state control over its fisc. Expenditures from the state treasury associated with proprietary acts such as running a railroad are beyond the protection of NLC. The language of the case also discourages this narrow interpretation: "Quite apart from the substantial costs imposed upon the States and their political subdivisions, the Act displaces state policies regarding the manner in which they will structure delivery of those governmental services which their citizens require." It seems the role of the state as a provider of governmental services is being protected. The fiscal integrity of the state is important because it is essential to the state's effective performance of its role as a provider of services.

The previous discussion argued that the regulation of local telephone service is a traditional and integral governmental service, and therefore
protected. Preemption of a traditional governmental service may be less of an intrusion upon state sovereignty than compelled state cooperation in implementing federal policy. Preemption does not impose additional burdens upon the state, but rather relieves the state of a regulatory burden allowing it to use its resources to pursue other goals. Yet clearly the sovereignty of the states would be seriously undercut if Congress preempted a significant portion of those functions the Court has admitted to be essential to state sovereignty.

Justice Blackmun in his concurring opinion suggests that the Court "adopts a balancing approach, and does not outlaw federal power in areas...where the federal interest is demonstrably greater and where state facility compliance with imposed federal standards would be essential." Yet why should the Court's balancing of federal and state interests be more satisfactory than that of Congress? Congress seems institutionally better suited for that type of political weighing of interests. Since the majority did not adopt Justice Blackmun's view, they apparently have something else in mind.

A recent Court of Appeals case asserts:

NLC has been held to be limited to those situations where it can be shown that (1) a congressional enactment (in the exercise of commerce clause powers) operates to displace, regulate or significantly alter (2) the management, structure or operation of (3) a traditional or integral governmental function.

If the regulation of a public utility is a governmental service, then federal preemption of local telephone regulation would seem to fall within the 6th Circuit's test. It is (1) a congressional enactment that displaces or significantly alters (2) the structure and operation of a (3) traditional state governmental function. However, the mere fact that a governmental service has traditionally been provided on a local level,
as has local telephone regulation, should not be a constitutional bar to providing it on a federal level should that be more efficient or desirable. Nor should the fact that a new governmental service is not traditional deprive it of protection if it can be more effectively provided on a local level. To key judicial protection upon tradition is to freeze the development of state governmental innovation. 111

A major problem in interpreting NLC as limiting Congressional authority to preempt all state telephone regulation is that such an interpretation seems inconsistent with the rich body of Commerce Clause jurisprudence prior to NLC. 112 Professor Stewart suggests that this inconsistency must lead to one of three conclusions: NLC is at odds with the traditional Commerce Clause cases and is therefore unsound, or NLC is at odds with the traditional line of cases, and the traditional cases must be revised in light of NLC, or finally that NLC is not in fact inconsistent with the prior cases. For example, in many of the prior cases supporting broad Congressional power under the Commerce Clause the state was not the party challenging the federal measures. 113

Although the language of the Court's decision in National League of Cities suggests that federal preemption of local telephone rate regulation is acceptable to the Court, the logic of the case may be less certain. The real import of the case may be in signalling an increased willingness on the part of the Court to give effect to concerns of federalism. 114 Professor Tribe states that the "Courts' opinions have sounded such a note for several years, and the signals have recently become both louder and more frequent." 115 National League of Cities may indicate a new activism on the part of the Court with boundaries yet to be defined.

Complete resolution of the judicial response to federal preemption of state regulation of local telephone rates may be unnecessary. In drafting
new legislation it may be sufficient to note potential problems and avoid them. Also, the Courts are not the only constitutional guardians of state sovereignty. The political process itself protects the principles of federalism. As subsequent discussion will show, there is a significant probability that federal preemption would not survive the political process. If that is correct, the judicial response to preemption is a moot point.

2. Alternative Sources of Congressional Authority

Before moving on to the political safeguards of federalism, it is worth pausing for a moment to consider one way around the uncertainty of National League of Cities. NLC is a Commerce Clause case. Congress might enact legislation preemitting state regulation of local telephone rates under some authority other than the commerce power. In fact, Congress has in the past utilized other authority for telephone regulation.

a. The Post Office and Post Roads Clause

The "postalization" of telephone rates naturally suggests that Congress might regulate the telephone industry under its Constitutional authority to "establish Post Offices and post Roads." In its Act of July 24,1866 to aid the construction of telegraph lines, Congress placed the authority for setting telegraph rates for government communications with the Postmaster General. In 1877 the Supreme Court affirmed this, saying, "The powers thus granted [by the Commerce Clause and the Post Office Clause] are not confined to the instrumentality of commerce or the post service known or in use when the Constitution was adopted, but they keep pace with the progress of the country and adapt themselves to the new developments of time and circumstance." The Court also said, however, "It is not necessary now to inquire whether Congress
may assume the telegraph as part of the postal service, and exclude all
others from its use. So the Court never clearly addressed whether
Congress could indeed regulate the telegraph or telephone industry under the
Post Office power. This option may now be foreclosed by the force of over
a century of inertia.

b. The War Power Clause

Interestingly enough, the country has had a brief period of uniform
national regulation of the telephone industry under the Postmaster General.
Congress enacted this not under the authority of the Post Office clause,
however, but under its War Power authority.

In the closing days of World War I the Postmaster General took over
the telephone industry and established uniform rates for both interstate
and intrastate calls, and asserted authority to set local rates as well.
Congress in a joint resolution on July 16, 1918 authorized the takeover.
On July 22, 1918, President Woodrow Wilson directed that "the supervision,
possession, control, and operation of [the] telegraph and telephone
system...shall be exercised by and through the Postmaster General." The
act relied heavily upon analogy to the similar takeover of the railroads.
Although rates were not mentioned, the Postmaster General argued that the
"power to operate necessarily implies the power to fix rates." 121

Any insights to be drawn from this brief attempt to establish uniform
rates are vague at best. Any similar effort today would not be taken under
the War Powers, and surely would not involve a complete takeover of the
industry. It is worth noting, however, that even in this extreme example
of a complete industry takeover in a time of great crisis, Congress in its
resolution specifically provided that "nothing in this act shall be
construed to amend, repeal, impair, or affect existing laws or powers of
the states in relation to taxation or the lawful police regulation of the
several states."

If the federal system of telephone rate regulation were to be implemented under either the war powers or the post office and post roads powers of Congress, *National League of Cities v. Usery* would have no relevance. The weight of history, if not of clear precedent, compels the conclusion that extension of federal regulation of the telephone industry would continue to be under the Commerce Power. Accordingly, NLC may still be important.

A major constitutional safeguard of state sovereignty is the political process itself. Although the theoretical underpinnings of this protection will be discussed with reference to Commerce Clause powers, its restraints would apply equally to attempted legislation under other powers of Congress. It may be this process that most seriously challenges federal preemption of traditional state regulation of local telephone rates.

3. The Political Safeguards of Federalism

The reluctance of the Marshall Court in *Gibbons v. Ogden* to judicially constrain Congressional exercise of its Commerce Power was based in part on the presumption that the restraints of federalism are political, not judicial:

> The wisdom and the discretion of Congress, their identity with the people, and the influence which their constituents possess at elections are, in this, as in many other instances, ... the sole restraints on which they have relied, to secure them from its abuse. They are the restraints on which the people must often rely solely, in all representative governments.123

The dissent in *National League of Cities v. Usery*, disturbed by the majority's "patent usurpation of the role reserved for the political process," begins by reiterating the admonition of the Marshall Court in
Gibbons v. Ogden that "the Constitution contemplates that restraints upon exercise by Congress of its plenary commerce power lie in the political process and not in the judicial process." Indeed, for the four decades prior to NLC the political process and the structure of the political institutions seem to have been "the restraints on which the people must often rely solely." Even after NLC, these political restraints may still be the primary safeguards of federalism.

The Tenth Amendment states: "The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." This reflects a pervasive assumption throughout the Constitution of the interstitial nature of the federal government. The edifice of the national government has its foundation in the bedrock of the states; the underlying support of their laws is assumed. There are no clear or express restraints on the erosion of that bedrock, probably because its existence was so fundamental and unquestioned.

Since the protection of state sovereignty is not found in express limitations on Congress, that protection has instead been found in the political process and the institutional structure of Congress. The states have a central role in the selection and composition of Congress; both representatives and senators are chosen on a state by state basis. Even the president, the most "national" of our political officers, is selected by an electoral college which is allocated by states.

The appropriateness of political, rather than judicial restraints has been advocated by several commentators, most notably Herbert Wechsler. Wechsler asserts that "the Court is on weakest ground when it opposes its interpretation of the Constitution to that of Congress in the interest of the states, whose representatives control the legislative process and, by
hypothesis, have broadly acquiesced in sanctioning the challenged Act of Congress.\textsuperscript{128} The delicate balancing of interests required in making decisions about the role of state and federal government is not only a chore for which Congress is particularly well suited, it is one at which the Court is particularly inept.\textsuperscript{128}

The Court can act, as through its rule of interpretation requiring a clear statement of intent for Congress to extend its power under the Commerce Clause to its fullest, to ensure that the political protections of federalism principles are given a fair opportunity to function.\textsuperscript{130}

\textbf{a. The Legislative History of the Communications Act of 1934}

The Communications Act of 1934 is itself a fine example of the political safeguards of federalism. The \textit{Shreveport Rate Case} in 1914 had extended the authority of the ICC to include setting aside intrastate railroad rates when they were found to discriminate against interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{131} The state regulators wanted the Communications Act of 1934 to clearly reserve all regulation of local rates to the states. The restrictive provision of Section 2(b) of the Act resulted. It reads in part: "[N]othing in this chapter shall be construed to apply or to give the Commission jurisdiction with respect to (1) charges, classifications, practices, services, facilities, or regulations for or in connection with intrastate communication service...\textsuperscript{132} Another part of the Act excludes from FCC regulation local telephone exchanges that include parts of more than one state.\textsuperscript{133}

These parts of the Communications Act carefully ensconce the role of the state regulators in the scheme of telephone regulation. The pressures to which Congress was responding are clear from the provisions themselves and are amplified by the legislative history of the Act.
The state regulators, through their representative association NARUC, lobbied strongly for the inclusion of such limitations on federal authority. The Couzens Communication Commission Bill, introduced two years earlier in the Seventy-first Congress, had proposed to transfer the regulatory powers held at that time by the Interstate Commerce Commission to a newly created communications commission. This bill was unanimously opposed by state regulators of NARUC and never passed. The state regulators were afraid of the authority over the intrastate rate setting process for railroads that the ICC had developed after the Shreveport Rate Case. NARUC and the state regulators wanted to ensure that the new Communications Act would not, in the vivid phrase of one of their representatives, "Shreveport us out of the telephone regulatory field. In other words, ... substantially [oust] us from our jurisdiction." The gist of the NARUC argument in support of the new legislation and its restrictive provisions is as follows:

We favor this legislation because it represents, in our judgment, a legitimate exercise of national control in those matters of communications which it is appropriate for the Federal Government, and may be difficult for the states, to reach.

This bill reflects the normal and proper relationship which should exist between the Federal Government and the State governments, namely, the Federal Communications Commission in its sphere of interstate commerce and the various State utility commissions in their respective realms of intrastate business.

We endorse the principle of this bill, because it specifically reserves to the State governments their rightful powers over matters of purely State concern, such as so-called "exchange" or local rates of telephone companies.

In railroad cases, State regulation has become practically a dead letter, due to the Shreveport doctrine which announced that intrastate rates would be set aside where they constituted a discrimination against interstate commerce.

Because of the pronounced difference in the facts, the Shreveport doctrine has no application to the communications' service. Over 99 percent of telephone calls are local and never cross State lines...
it is inconceivable that the power of the States in 99 percent 
of the cases should be abrogated because of theoretical dis-
function against 1 percent.

On the other hand, 86 percent of the tons of revenue freight 
carried by class I railroads in Wisconsin in 1932 were inter-
state traffic. 136

In summary, NARUC's position was that "[f]ederal regulation 
should be attempted only insofar as it is necessary to supplement and 
round out State regulation." 137

USITA representing the Independent Telephone Companies also joined in 
supporting the provisions of the Act ensuring continued state regulation 
Their president emphasized:

As we see it, the real problem presented to this committee 
is that of the dividing line between Federal and State 
regulation of telephone companies and the setting up of a 
reasonable, efficient and economical system of coordinated 
regulation by Federal and State commissions of those matters 
that require coordinated action. 138

USITA similarly emphasized that the state commissions must regulate 98 per-
cent of the calls, and that their rules and practices must necessarily 
govern the remaining 2 percent of the calls, interstate calls. 139

Some witnesses did point out the integration of interstate and intra-
state facilities, and suggested that the Federal regulatory body have 
control over all facilities used in interstate communications. As Smith v. 
Illinois Bell had previously indicated, this would confer broad juris-
diction on the Federal body since all local equipment is used in providing 
interstate facilities as well as local. 140

The legislative history of the Communications Act of 1934 and the 
resulting provisions of the Act reflect the influence of the state 
commissions. They vigorously protected their interest. As of early 1980, 
Congress was considering several potential amendments to the 1934 Act. 
Testimony before Congress indicated that the state regulatory agencies are 
still strenuously advocating their position. The battle lines had been
redrawn; it appears that the line of demarcation between federal and state interests might soon be the exchange-interexchange boundary, but the fighting was still fierce.

b. Bills Before Congress--1980

A number of bills have come before Congress in the past few years as a response to the increasing pressures toward competition in the telecommunications industry. These bills generally favor the introduction of competition into the industry.

Most of the proposed revisions extend the jurisdiction of the FCC. For example, Section 102 of S. 611 reads "[N]othing in this Act shall be construed to apply or to give the Commission jurisdiction with respect to charges, practices, services, facilities, or regulations for or in connection with exchange telecommunications services which do not form part of an interexchange service." This appears to be a significant extension of FCC jurisdiction to include intrastate toll regulation.

As we have seen, the nature of the local facilities is such that almost all local facilities are used jointly for the provision of both exchange and interexchange services. Thus language similar to that of S. 611 could conceivably extend federal jurisdiction deep into the local exchange itself. In testimony before the Senate on S.611, it was argued that this should be narrowly construed, or rewritten if necessary, to guarantee that local service remain the clear domain of the states. There were others who argued that FCC jurisdiction should be as broad as possible.

The definition of exchange becomes very important if language similar to that of S. 611 is adopted. In Section 226(a) of S. 611 exchange area is constrained to "not extend beyond the boundaries of any standard metropolitan statistical area."
Although most witnesses testifying before the Senate Committee considering S.611 and S.622 seemed to accept the new exchange-interchange boundary, both NARUC and USITA objected to it, and supported the existing scheme.  

NARUC argued:

The NARUC firmly believes that the public interest is best served when decisions impacting upon the quality of citizens' lives are made by officials who are easily accessible to those citizens. It is these officials, rather than a Federal government located in Washington, who have an intimate knowledge of local situations and who are in a preeminent position to balance any competing interest that may be involved in such decisions.  

Given the exchange-interexchange boundary which the bills before the 96th Congress rely upon, postalization seems difficult, for much the same reason it would be difficult under the Communications Act of 1934. Local rates would still be controlled by the states. Only partial postalization could be implemented therefore. A uniform distance-independent toll rate structure could be established. Such an intermediate move may be necessary before complete postalization involving local as well as interexchange rates can be established.

The debate reflects vigorous advocacy of the state's interests. The inclusion of provisions similar to those of the 1934 Act protecting state jurisdiction over local rates reflects the potent political force of those interests. The new demarcation between state and federal jurisdiction may reflect the technological and economic absurdity of the current state jurisdictional boundary (as the present complex separations and settlement procedures also imply) rather than a weakened state influence. It is worth noting, however, that in debate upon S.611 several state commissions chose to represent themselves, rather than allow NARUC to speak for all, thus presenting a less
united front than in 1934.

The legislative history of the 1934 Communications Act and the
testimony before Congress on proposed bills suggest that the
state regulatory agencies, either individually or through NARUC, would
diligently oppose new legislation extending federal authority to pre-
empt all telephone regulation and in effect eliminating the traditional
role of the states. The primary safeguard of the state's role in
this instance may thus be political.

Congress will also be sensitive to an additional political
consideration, the cost of such a program. The financial cost of local
telephone regulation is now borne by the states. Extension of the juris-
diction of the FCC would bring with it a shift in the cost of regulation
to the federal government, and would surely necessitate an expensive
expansion of FCC staff and resources. This alone might defeat federal
preemption of local telephone rate making.

It would seem, therefore, that federal preemption of all telephone
industry rate regulation would not be a viable approach to postalization
of telephone rates. The elimination of the traditional role of the
state regulators would probably be blocked in the political process, and
it is unclear if it were passed by Congress whether the courts would
uphold it.
D. **Minimum or Optional National Rate Structures**

Either compelling state cooperation in implementing the postalization of telephone rates or preempting state jurisdiction and extending the mandate of the FCC to include nationwide rate setting seems to intrude upon state sovereignty. A safe path to postalization can perhaps be surveyed by incorporating a sensitivity to the problems raised in analysis of the first two approaches with an attempt to keep new legislation within bounds which previous court decisions suggest are safe.

The following discussion will consider two approaches, variations upon each other, that could possibly survive both judicial and political scrutiny (assuming a genuine support for some form of postalization). There may well be others.

Both approaches will assume the continued existence of the state regulatory bodies functioning much as they do now. They assume a uniform national distance-independent rate will be established either by the FCC or by a federal-state joint board procedure.

In the first approach, state participation in the uniform rate structure will be optional. However, support from the national revenue pool would be contingent upon participation in the national rate structure.

The second approach involves federal establishment of a national minimum rate structure. Local political pressure would be relied upon to ensure that the minimum structure becomes a uniform structure.

1. **Optional National Rate Structure**

Congress could attempt to use a carrot rather than a stick to encourage state cooperation in establishing a uniform national telephone rate system.
Patriotic fervor might be sufficient to attract state cooperation, but the lure of money would probably be more reliable. Thus Congress might establish an optional uniform national distance independent rate structure, with participation in the division of the national revenue pool contingent upon a state's adherence to the uniform rate structure.

National League of Cities deliberately avoided expressing an opinion as to whether Congress can seek to affect integral operations of state governments by exercising its authority under the spending power. Lower Courts have subsequently noted that "federal programs 'with strings attached' are characteristic of federal-state dealings today," and have held that inducing state cooperation in a federal program by placing qualifications on the receipt of federal funding does not violate the principles of National League of Cities or the sovereignty of the states. When federal funding has "no direct, mandatory terms and conditions imposed, and...the State and its agencies can avoid completely the structuring of their relationships by declining the grants," there is no NLC violation.

Smith v. Illinois Bell will place some constraints upon the allocation of joint and common costs; interexchange service will need to provide some compensation for its use of the local exchange facilities. Yet Smith v. Illinois Bell has been interpreted to allow significant latitude in the allocation of costs, and new technologies may provide adequate economic freedom to satisfy the constraints of both Smith and the optional rate program.

It seems reasonable to assume as a policy goal that the costs of the telecommunication industry be borne by the consumers of the services it provides. Accordingly, the cost of any inducement offered to the states to participate in a nationwide rate system should be internalized to within
the industry, just as the cost of the support of local service now is internalized through the separations and settlements procedures.151

Congress can give the FCC direct control over a significant portion of the national rate system. Assume, following the trend of legislative proposals, that the FCC is delegated regulatory authority over all interexchange traffic, with authority over local service reserved to the states. Presently FCC controlled interstate rates are set high enough to cover the costs of interstate toll service and also some portion of the costs of local service. Similarly under the new proposal, the FCC would want federally controlled interexchange service rates to create a surplus of funds with which to induce state participation in the nationwide uniform rate program.

The present separations and settlement procedures provide support to intrastate and local services through the allocation of joint costs. This makes it difficult to characterize such support as a federal grant, and thus any imposition of conditions upon its receipt by the states would be problematical. In an optional national rate structure this difficulty could be circumvented by taxing the interexchange services of their revenues collected in excess of their costs, and redistributing it through federal grants to participating states. While such a mechanism may initially sound cumbersome, when compared to the complexity of the present separations and settlements procedures it seems almost graceful.

In 1924 the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of a similar provision in the Transportation Act of 1920 that recaptured any excess profit railroads achieved because of uniform rates, and with that recaptured profit maintained a "general railroad contingent fund."152 The Court found that Congress, through this recapture clause, "is enabled to maintain uniform rates for all shippers and yet keep the net returns of
railways, whether strong or weak, to the varying percentages which are
fair respectively for them."153 No carrier had a constitutional right to
more than a fair rate of return, and the "reduction of the net operating
return provided by the recapture clause is, as near as may be, the same
thing as if rates had all been reduced proportionately before collection."154
The recapture clause was a failure, for reasons of little relevance to the
telecommunications industry today, but its constitutionality was secure.155

The difficulty with an optional uniform national rate structure seems
to lie not in the legality of such a proposal but in the economic constraints
it must satisfy. For an optional structure to work, there must be an in-
ducement for all states to participate. The inducement offered the states
is that their local rates will be less if they participate and receive
support from the national revenue pool than their rates would otherwise need
to be. If a state can institute its own local rate structure that is less
than the national uniform rate, and still recover all costs associated with
its local services, that state will have no incentive to participate in the
national program. Accordingly, for an optional uniform national rate system
to function, the uniform rate must be less than that otherwise necessary to
cover the local costs of the least costly state.

The fundamental aggregate rate equation still must be satisfied: total
national telephone revenues must equal total national telephone costs.
Postalization further implies that the rate for an interexchange call will
be identical to that for a local call. Thus, since the rates associated
with federally controlled interexchange service and state controlled local
service will be determined by the aggregate rate equation, the revenues
associated with each jurisdiction will also be determined by the aggregate
rate equation. As the previous discussion has indicated, the revenues
associated with local service must be less than the costs associated with that service. This means the revenues associated with interexchange service must be sufficient both to cover the costs allocated to interexchange service and to compensate for the shortfall in local revenues.

The issue then, since revenues associated with each jurisdiction are already determined, is whether there will be enough flexibility in the allocation of joint and common costs between local and interexchange services to satisfy the conditions necessary for the incentive system to function. This will depend in part upon such varied factors as the impact of new technologies and the elasticity of demand for telephone service. The economic prerequisites to the successful implementation of this approach seem quite stringent, however.

2. Minimum National Rate Structure

There is a series of well established railroad cases in which the Supreme Court has approved in certain circumstances federally dictated minimum intrastate railroad rates. Congress could perhaps rely on this precedent to establish a uniform national distance-independent minimum rate structure. The state regulatory agencies would continue their traditional functions, and would be free to establish higher rates should they so chose. The uniform minimum rate would be sufficient to allow total nationwide revenues to equal total nationwide costs. Revenue pooling and redistribution of revenue according to the costs incurred by participating telephone companies would continue in a fashion roughly similar to that in effect today. However the pooling would now include all local costs and local revenues. The costs of each telephone company, including a reasonable rate of return, would thus be covered through division of the national revenue pool.
While state regulatory agencies could establish a local rate that was higher than the national minimum, to do so would merely allow the local telephone company to receive an unusually high rate of return on its capital investment. All other costs (including some reasonable rate of return already allowed in the national minimum rate) would be covered by the national division of revenue. One might assume that local political pressure would therefore keep local rates to the national minimum, and thus effect a national uniform rate.

The following discussion will focus first upon the railroad cases approving federally established minimum intrastate rates, and then on their applicability to a minimum national telephone rate system.

a. The Shreveport Rate Case and its Progeny

Even in the midst of its most conservative period of interpretation of Commerce Clause doctrine, the Court was willing to grant the interrelatedness of interstate and intrastate commerce in the context of railroad rate regulation. These decisions still provide a valuable precedent for any Congressional attempt to impose a uniform national telephone rate structure.

The seminal case in this line of decisions was the 1914 Shreveport Rate Case. Shreveport, Louisiana, lies just across the state line from Texas. Railroad rates for a given distance within the state of Texas were less than rates for a comparable length of haul to Shreveport. The Interstate Commerce Commission found that such rates unjustly discriminated against interstate railroad traffic. The ICC order that this be corrected was in essence an order that intrastate railroad rates be increased. The railroads argued that Congress and the ICC were powerless to control the intrastate charges of a carrier, even if necessary to prevent discrimination against interstate traffic.
The Court upheld the authority of Congress to reach intrastate rates that discriminated against interstate commerce:

The fact that carriers are instruments of intrastate commerce, as well as of interstate commerce, does not derogate from the complete and paramount authority of Congress over the latter, or preclude the Federal power from being exerted to prevent the intrastate operation of such carriers from being made a means of injury to that which has been confided to Federal care. Wherever the interstate and intrastate transactions of carriers are so related that the government of the one involves the control of the other, it is Congress and not the state that is entitled to prescribe the final and dominant rule, for otherwise Congress would be denied the exercise of its constitutional authority, and the state, and not the nation, would be supreme within the national field.158

When the Transportation Act of 1920 was enacted, the ICC was given new and more expansive authority to deal with the troubled financial condition of the railroads.159 The ICC's mandate was to ensure an adequate railway system for the country, and in furtherance of that end it was empowered to consider the aggregate effects of rate setting upon individual carriers and upon carriers as a whole. In determining fair aggregate rates the ICC could consider both interstate and intrastate earnings. 160 In 1921 the Supreme Court upheld an ICC order that required a uniform increase in Wisconsin intrastate railroad rates, although a lower maximum rate was prescribed by state law.161 The order "includes fares between all interior points although neither may be near the border and the fares between them may not work a discrimination against interstate travelers at all."152

In justifying this extension of authority over intrastate as well as interstate rates the Court said, "Effective control of the one must embrace some control over the other in view of the blending of both in actual operation."163 The Court continued:
It is said that our conclusion gives the Commission unified control of interstate and intrastate commerce. It is only unified to the extent of maintaining efficient regulation of interstate commerce under the paramount power of Congress. It does not involve general regulation of intrastate commerce. The extent to which intrastate rates were not subject to ICC regulation was left unclear. From the logic of the argument a state could presumably prescribe a higher than minimum rate, for this would neither discriminate against interstate shipping nor place an undue burden upon the interstate rate pool.

The Court subsequently expanded upon this rationale in U.S. v. Louisiana. The Court held that the ICC is empowered to raise intrastate rates so that "intrastate traffic may produce its fair share of the earnings required to meet maintenance and operating costs and to yield a fair return on the value of property devoted to the transportation service, both interstate and intrastate." The Court went on to say that "forbidden discrimination against interstate commerce by intrastate rates includes those cases in which disparity of the latter rates operate to thwart the broad purposes of [the Transportation Act] to maintain an efficient transportation system by enabling the carriers to earn a fair return."

The Shreveport doctrine has been embraced and extended to other areas of the law. The Supreme Court has said that "[w]ith the extension of the Shreveport influence to general application, it [is] necessary no longer to search for some sharp point or line where interstate commerce ends and intrastate commerce begins." A recent Court of Appeals decision asserts that the "Shreveport doctrine has been followed consistently in the ensuing years."
The Court has recognized that there are limits to ICC authority to regulate intrastate rates. "Intrastate rates are primarily the State's concern and federal power is dominant 'only so far as necessary to alter rates which injuriously affect interstate transportation." The Court went on to say that "whenever this federal power is exerted within what would otherwise be the domain of state power, the justification for its exercise must 'clearly appear.'"

b. The Shreveport Decision and Minimum Telephone Rates

Thus there are at least two concerns which the Court has recognized as sufficient to justify federal establishment of minimum intrastate rates. The federal regulatory authority, with appropriate Congressional authorization, may establish minimum intrastate rates to ensure there is no discrimination against interstate traffic. The federal regulatory authority, when entrusted with the responsibility for the financial soundness of the entire nationwide system, may set minimum rates for intrastate traffic and require it to carry its fair share of the burden of supporting the nationwide system. Congress could quite legitimately rely on both of these justifications in delegating authority to either the FCC or a joint federal-state board to establish a uniform national distance-independent minimum rate structure.

A distance-insensitive rate structure would encourage equal utilization of interstate and intrastate telephone commerce. The
facilitating effect such uninhibited information transfer might have on other interstate commerce could be significant. The present disparity between local and toll rates creates a disincentive which may discourage one from looking beyond the local area for goods and services. Eliminating this disincentive would prevent discrimination against interstate telephone traffic, and would encourage equal treatment of intrastate and interstate goods and services in other areas of commerce.

Congress could also quite legitimately entrust the FCC with the responsibility for ensuring the financial soundness of the entire telephone network. The technological interrelatedness of the network is reflected in the joint cost ambiguity recognized by the Supreme Court as early as 1930 in Smith v. Illinois Bell. To empower the Commission to establish minimum rates to ensure that all telephone companies contribute to the financial soundness of the nationwide network seems well within the rationale of U.S. v. Louisiana.

This approach would not be subject to the stringent economic requirements to which an optional national rate structure is subject. The minimum local rate can exceed the local costs. The differential constitutes the contribution of local service to an efficient national communications system.

c. The Impact of National League of Cities

The difference between compelled state enforcement of federally established local rates and a federally established minimum rate is subtle but significant. Here the state agencies are merely prohibited from
establishing rates below a certain minimum rate determined by the FCC or a joint board. The National League of Cities standard is not offended by prohibiting states from establishing rates that are so low as to discriminate against interstate traffic or to prevent intrastate traffic from carrying its fair share of the burden of supporting the nationwide system. There is no traditional state's right to establish discriminatory rates, and thus state sovereignty is not infringed by this approach.

3. Federal-State Joint Board Procedure

Either a minimum or optional national rate structure must survive the political safeguards of state sovereignty. While neither approach is as devastating to the traditional role of the state regulatory bodies as complete federal preemption of telephone regulation, they can both be expected to generate some controversy. The political difficulties could possibly be mitigated by utilizing a federal-state joint board to establish the uniform rate, rather than merely empowering the FCC to make such a determination. Such a provision would not be novel.

The present Communications Act provides for Federal-State Joint Boards in proceedings regarding the jurisdictional separation of common carrier property. The joint board is composed of the Commissioners of the FCC and four State commissioners nominated by NARUC. The board has the jurisdiction and powers of a hearing examiner.

The FCC and NARUC had utilized a similar procedure in developing the Ozark Plan. The FCC and NARUC agreed to seek legislation that would write into law the procedures then being followed; the Chairman of the FCC
and the President of NARUC subsequently appeared before the House Subcommittee on Communications and recommended the adoption of the Joint Board procedures. Over forty state commissions were heard from during Senate hearings on the same matter. In 1971 the present provisions of the Communications Act were adopted. 175

Revisions of the Communications Act under consideration by the Ninety-sixth Congress also utilize joint boards. 176 In testimony on these bills, NARUC has continued to vigorously support the further utilization of joint boards. 177

The utilization of joint boards, coupled with the continued role of the states in interfacing between the local telephone company and the customer, might be sufficient involvement to diffuse state hostility to a minimum or optional national rate structure.
V. CONCLUSION

The day may come when economic and social forces make complete postalization worth serious consideration. A uniform national distance independent toll rate structure may already be worth consideration. This would avoid most, if not all, of the problems associated with complete postalization.

Should there be a general impetus toward postalization, perhaps this paper will provide a starting point for discussion of some of the legal aspects of such an effort. In a day in which the powers of the national government are often perceived as virtually unlimited, it is surprising how approaches to postalization can be restricted by the principles of federalism. The safeguards of the roles of the states seem alive and functioning.

The major attraction of postalization, drawing the country together as a national community, is an interesting counterpoint to the underlying concept of federalism, the importance of the local community. Harmonizing this tension is a challenge. Preserving the flavor of local and regional tradition and color in the face of the increasingly homogenizing forces of the communications industry may become virtually impossible. Someday we may all speak with the gentle Texas accent of Dan Rather.

Still, the uninhibited transfer of information may be a goal intrinsically worth pursuing. Freedom of communication has traditionally been a revered goal of our democratic society. Postalization of telephone rates may prove to be a valuable asset in furthering those traditional values.
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